
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 28 MAY 2021 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PC Allegra B Optimism For having an outstanding attitude towards her learning and always giving everything a go. Keep it up Allegra! 

PC Amelia M Pride  For always presenting her work beautifully and trying her best in everything she does. Great work Amelia! 

PP Mason C Responsibility For working so hard on his letters and writing at home and at school! Go Mason, keep it up! 

PP Audrey H Respect For being a kind friend to all and always thinking of others. Thank you for being such a bucket filler Audrey! 

PS Jett C Pride For working so hard on his writing goals. Keep it up Jett! 

PS Summer B Respect For always treating everyone with kindness and respect. You’re a great role model Summer! 

PU Dion F Responsibility For learning to be kind and treat people nicely in the yard during recess and lunch time. Well done Dion, I am so proud of you! 

PU Ariella O Pride For always trying your hardest in all learning areas. Congratulations Ariella! 

1C Scarlett T Pride For working hard to improve her handwriting and the overall presentation of her work. Keep it up Scarlett! 

1C Isaac C Integrity For always owning up to his mistakes and being kind to his friends. Great work Isaac! 

1D Nellie A Pride For always working hard to present her work beautifully. Keep up the great work, Nellie!  

1D Alexander K Optimism For always bringing a positive attitude to our classroom and showing resilience during challenges. Well done, Alexander! 

1M Ava B Responsibility  For your fabulous effort and persistence with your ‘Bump It Up’ sentences during Writing.  Keep it up Ava! 

1M Evie H Responsibility  For always working hard to complete all activities beautifully.  Well done super star! 

1S Azaan A Pride For trying his hardest to display pride in his bookwork and use finger spaces! Well done! 

1S Sophia C Optimism For always showing up to school with a positive attitude and being ready to learn and try new things! Well done! 

1Y Anna O Responsibility For putting extra effort into her spelling homework and trying her best in class. Well done Anna! 

1Y Kaarthekan K Pride For having wonderful handwriting and taking his time to present his work neatly. A great effort Kaarthekan! 

2C Zoe C Responsibility For continuing to do everything she needs to do at school, even with a broken arm! 

2C Fletcher C Respect For making a big effort to concentrate in class and help his friends do the same. Well done Fletcher! 

2D Hope G Responsibility For always trying her best with her learning, being a respectful and organised member of 2D. Great work Hope! 

2D Panav P Optimism For coming to school with a smile on his face, a learning attitude to tackle his tasks and willingness to help others. Good work Panav! 

2G Max V Optimism For always giving everything a go. 

2G Maddison S Respect For always showing respect to teachers and friends. 

2N Navya B Respect For always treating her teachers and peers with kindness and respect.  

2N Aaliyah E Optimism For approaching our Maths problem solving lessons with a positive attitude and not giving up. Amazing effort! 

3B Nicholas D Pride For working hard on his Writers Gift and always completing his work to the highest possible standard. Well done Nick! 

3B Rosea K Optimism For returning to TPPS with a confident and positive attitude and settling back into routine quickly. Well done Rosea! 
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3F May D Pride  For her many, many beautiful illustrations and lovely bookwork. Well done May! 

3F Jasmyn  J Responsibility For representing the school in the District Cross Country and showing great resilience! Super effort! 

3G Zara M Pride For completing well thought out and neat book responses in Reading. 

3G Sebby M Responsibility  For identifying an area of improvement and successfully assigning a goal to focus on in order to improve this. 

3M Sienna R Pride For always taking the time to make sure her work is presented to the highest possible standard. Well done! 

3M Grady D Respect For always treating other people with respect and going out of his way to make sure that others are treated with respect too. 

4E Kiana D Responsibility For always taking the time to edit and revise her work to correct any mistakes and produce high standard responses. 

4E Jack L Respect For always looking after his peers and by offering help and advice to assist them and show kindness. 

4K Brandon B Pride Always demonstrating the school values and taking pride in his work. 

4K Jessica B Optimism Staying positive during challenging tasks and always trying to achieve her personal best. 

4TF Ryan D Pride For all of the hard work and dedication he has put towards improving his Blitzmaster skills. Keep up the amazing effort Ryan. 

4TF Eden W Optimism For being a kind, caring and cooperative friend. Your positive attitude inspires everyone around you. 

5E Sam G Respect For working cooperatively with a partner when designing and creating a model using Minecraft. 

5E Anni V Optimism For never giving up when faced with a challenge and persevering. 

5P Amelia P Responsibility For being such an organised and conscientious student that always tries her very best. Love your work Amelia! 

5P Alex A Responsibility For being a conscientious, focused student that always tries his best and competes quality work. Well done Alex! 

6A Orlando B Responsibility For making mature choices in his learning, in particular during reading and library sessions! Well done! 

6A Mia R Pride For producing a thought provoking and well researched speech during writing sessions! Well done! 

6I Sara H Responsibility  For taking initiative with her speech writing process and producing a fantastic speech!  

6I Diego M Pride For putting in excellent effort and preparation to his public speaking presentation. Great job, Diego! 

6K Lucinda B Pride For always showing pride in the presentation of her work and completing it to the best of her ability. Keep it up Lucy! 

6K Ethan L Responsibility For always making responsible choices during learning times and completing his work to the best of his ability.  Great work Ethan! 

Mandarin Gabe H - 4E Respect For always helping the teacher to set up the classroom. 

Perform Art Dilhan Y - 1Y Responsibility For always working as a fair and helpful team member during set up and pack up times. Well done, Dilhan! 

PE Cooper S - 4TF Optimism For consistently having a growth mindset during P.E and being a positive role model to others. Great work Cooper! 

STEM Alessandro C - 1Y  Optimism For bringing a cheerful and helpful attitude to STEM and assisting classmates with a tricky task.  

Visual Arts Caydence L - PU Responsibility Acting responsibly herself and encouraging others to do so in Art. 

 


